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The ibm selectric typewriter was a highly successful model line of electric typewriters introduced by ibm on
31 july 1961.. instead of the "basket" of individual typebars that swung up to strike the ribbon and page in a
typical typewriter of the period, the selectric had a "typing element" (frequently called a "typeball", or more
informally, a "golf ball") that rotated and pivoted to the "if he can't fix it - it can't be fixed'' this is a quote the
supervisor at ibm used to say about our lead technician. our lead tech worked for the ibm company servicing
typewriters 27 years. he has been with us 16 years servicing ibm typewriters.I've owned a selectric ii
typewriter since 1975 and still use it to type labels and forms. although most of my writing has been done with
computers since 1985 or so, the need to make legible marks on pre-existing pieces of paper has never gone
away, so along with my keen interest in fountain pens, i've taken up the cause of keeping alive one of the
finest typewriters ever built.Buy ibm selectric ii r5180 high yield correctable film ribbon cartridge by
dataproducts at staples' low price, or read our customer reviews to learn more now.Perhaps the state of the art
during that period of history when typewriters were used, the ibm correcting selectric iii is not light weight. at
approx 30 lbs or more, a great deal of steel was used in this american-made machine.The ibm personal
computer, commonly known as the ibm pc, is the original version and progenitor of the ibm pc compatible
hardware platform is ibm model number 5150, and was introduced on august 12, 1981 was created by a team
of engineers and designers under the direction of don estridge of the ibm entry systems division in boca raton,
florida. A typewriter in the hardworking tradition of the classic ibm selectric(r) typewriter. the ibm
wheelwriter 1500 has many advanced features that automate and simplify all of the typing applications in
todays busy office.
Looking back: seeing ibm as it was, the business . the culture . the people . the customers . the competition .
the government . a retired ibmers' view and experiences.1930-31: previously, professor wood had convinced
watson to build special difference tabulators, which ibm called "columbia machines" and delivered in
1930-31ese machines could process 150 cards per minute and were unique in their ability to rapidly
accumulate sums of products or squares []e statistical bureau soon became a service provider to outside
organizations like the rockefeller No, it's not a stereo. it's an ibm selectric ii typewriter i found at a garage sale
for $10 and it works great. i love the look and feel of this machine. i am a good typist and the feel of this
keyboard is sweet. no, it has little practical utility, but i love this puppy.List of articles on page 3: (november
2010 - january 2011) repair and maintenance of the ibm selectric ii typewriter the vacuum tube burner
machine projectsList of archived posts 2014 newsgroup postings (07/31 - 09/10) the sds 92, its place in
history? r.i.p. pdp-10? as openvms nears 30, users dredge up videos from dec's heydayWelcome to the
typewriter museuml of the typewriters on this page are owned by me, but are only on public display virtually
through this web site.
List of archived posts 2009 newsgroup postings (02/27 - 03/20) pnc financial to pay ceo $3 million stock
bonus oorexx scripting on linux ibm 'pulls out of us'
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